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Periodically you review your plan’s fund lineup; 

you place some funds on Watchlist, you replace 

under-performers and you continue to monitor 

those funds that score acceptably. But, you see 

a dash next to your cash fund and wonder, what 

should you do? Traditional evaluation metrics 

can be difficult to apply to cash funds. You 

can look at returns, but without an appropriate 

benchmark or a way to directly measure the risk 

taken by the fund, the market value performance 

number can be difficult to interpret. Perhaps 

AS YOU READ YOUR PLAN’S LINEUP, YOU SEE THE FOLLOWING SCORES:
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-- Hmm.. What does that mean?

Perfect!

Perfect!

Good!

Great!

fees can provide the answer, but there are wrap 

fees, investment management fees and trustee 

fees, all assuming there is a stated fee to review 

in the first place. What is a fiduciary to do?

While cash fund due diligence can be intimidating, 

there are key differentiators among stable value 

funds that fiduciaries can review to document 

that a fund is a good fit for their participants. 

Ultimately stable value funds are not too different 

from other funds within a plan line-up and the 

strategies to evaluate them are similar. There exists 
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an established methodology incorporated into 

your IPS for evaluating these standard funds. Let’s 

evaluate how well that framework can be applied 

to the stable value universe. 

The first component for evaluation of the RPAG 

scorecard is a fund’s style; Does the fund stick 

to its professed asset class? Do the same for a 

stable value fund’s portfolio. Is it allocating to 

assets and securities that are appropriate for 

a high-quality, short-term fixed income fund? 

Also evaluate the fund’s diversity of allocation, 

monitoring its allocation across a variety of sub-

sectors of fixed income (treasuries, corporate 

bonds, mortgage backed securities, etc.). 

The next criteria is evaluation of risk and return. 

There are a plethora of data points for evaluating 

stable value fund risk and return. With regard to 

return, examine a fund’s crediting rate or its yield 

relative to the stable value universe to evaluate 

this fund’s performance. Similar to traditional 

funds, performance needs to be examined 

relative to the risk taken. For evaluating risk the 

underlying portfolio is important. Review the 

credit ratings of the underlying securities, verify 

the average duration or maturity relative to the 

funds’ peers, and evaluate the asset managers 

investing the underlying portfolio. Also review 

the number of wrap providers for the portfolio 

and their credit rating. 

The final quantitative component of the RPAG 

scorecard is peer group review. Once again 

a stable value fund’s evaluation can follow 

this same methodology. Evaluation of a fund’s 

market-to-book ratio, relative to its peers, is 

a key component of portfolio health and to 

identify potential issues early.  Cash flows in 

and out of a fund relative to the universe give 

valuable insight to how quickly the portfolio can 

react to changing market conditions. 

For qualitative components, look at the same key 

characteristics that are evaluated for standard 

funds, as well as a few unique characteristics 

to stable value. A long tenured and constant 

management team is important no matter the 

type of fund. Also, while there are additional 

fees in the stable value universe, evaluating them 

relative to the universe is still important. Unique 

to stable value is a fund’s exit provisions (is there 

a put, and if so how long?) and the fund’s high 

yield policy to ensure both align with participant 

best interests. 

Stable value funds seem unique, and they do 

have peculiar challenges when evaluating them, 

it’s still a crucial task for fiduciaries.  The same 

process that has been established within the 

plan’s IPS to evaluate the core line-up, can be 

adapted to evaluate stable value funds in a 

similar manner. 

*All the data points identified as key components 

of evaluation can be found on the RPAG stable 

value fund fact sheets.  
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Beware of the IRS and DOL: Four Red Flags They Seek on Form 5500

The Form 5500 is an ERISA requirement 

for retirement plans to report and disclose 

operating procedures. Advisors use this to 

confirm that plans are managed according 

to ERISA standards. The form also allows 

individuals access to information, protecting the 

rights and benefits of the plan participants and 

beneficiaries covered under the plan.

Make sure you are compliant. Be aware of red 

flags that the IRS and DOL look for on Form 

5500 filings:

1.  Not making participant deferral remittances 

“as soon as administratively possible” is 

considered a fiduciary breach and can make 

the plan subject to penalties and potentially 

disqualification. Delinquent remittances are 

considered to be loans of plan assets to the 

sponsoring company. 

2.  An ERISA fidelity bond (not to be confused 

with fiduciary insurance) is a requirement. This 

bond protects participant assets from being 

mishandled, and every person who may handle 

plan assets or deferrals must be covered.

3.   Loans in default for participants not continuing 

loan repayments, or loans that are 90 days in 

arrears, are a fiduciary breach that can make the 

plan subject to penalties and disqualification. 

4. Corrective distributions, return of excess 

deferrals and excess contributions, along with 

any gains attributed must be distributed in a 

timely manner (typically two and a half months 

after the plan year ends). In some cases these 

fiduciary breaches can be self-corrected if done 

within the same plan year in which they occurred, 

and may be considered additional breaches if 

they extend beyond the current plan year.

This is a partial, not exhaustive list of common 

Form 5500 red flags. If you’re concerned about 

ERISA compliance, contact your advisor sooner, 

rather than later.

For more background on Form 5500, visit the 

Society for Human Resource Management online. 

See “Regulatory 5500: What is Form 5500, and 

where are instructions for completing.” 

STABLE VALUE FUND TERMINOLOGY CHEAT-SHEET

TERM DEFINITION

STABLE 
VALUE FUNDS

WRAP

BOOK VALUE

CREDITING RATE

MARKET VALUE

MARKET VALUE 
ADJUSTMENT (MVA)

CREDIT QUALITY

A cash alternative investment option within tax-qualified retirement plans. 
Typically invests in high-quality, short term fixed income securities. 

An insurance contract purchased by the Stable Value fund that ensures 
participants are paid out at book value when they withdraw money.

The value of the original investment increased by the stated crediting rate.

The set rate of the return the participants in the fund receives. The rate is reset
at varying intervals depending on the fund. 

The value of the underlying portfolio of securities. Will often fluctuate around
the book value.

A liquidity restriction upon Stable Value funds that adjusts book value to 
market value upon an employer initiated event.

The credit rating of the underlying securities within the portfolio.
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Is a 501(c)(3) organization that is not affiliated 

with a church or school eligible for a 401(k) 

plan?  Are there any benefits over a 403(b) plan?

A 501(c)(3) organization is a nonprofit 

organization and can sponsor either a 401(k) 

plan or a 403(b) plan. In 1996, the law changed 

allowing nonprofit organizations to choose either 

the 401(k) or 403(b) plan for their employees. 

Here are some key differences between the two 

types of plans:

• Unlike 401(k) plans, 403(b) plans are 

not subject to nondiscrimination testing 

requirements for salary deferral contributions. 

The nondiscrimination testing rules that apply 

to 401(k) plans sometimes require that salary 

deferral contributions be returned to highly 

compensated employees due to the results of 

nondiscrimination testing. This does not happen 

with 403(b) plans. 

•   Annual limits are the same for both a 401(k) 

plan and 403(b) plan, except that the 403(b) 

plan may elect an additional form of catch-up 

contribution for participants who have 15 years 

of service, giving participants more flexibility.

• 403(b) plans must follow the “universal 

availability” rule for eligibility to defer salary, 

meaning that if an employer permits one 

employee to defer salary into a 403(b) plan, 

they must extend the offer to all employees.

•    Some nonprofit organizations have established 

401(k) plans in recent years, as the 401(k) is 

more well-known to their employees.

501(c)(3) and Retirement plans
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Skip the Line, but Don’t Skip the Match!

•  Meet Jagger! He’s 22 years old, earns 

$50,000 per year and loves to shop!

•   His employer matches 50% up to 6% of 

Jagger’s contributions.

•     Jagger only contributes 2% so he can shop 

more. This earns him an additional $83.33 per 

month in company match.

•   By not maximizing the company match, 

Jagger will leave $1,000 on the table in one year.

•       By the time Jagger reaches retirement age, 

he will have left more than $43,000 on the table.

•     If Jagger put the extra $1,000 towards his 

retirement, assuming an average return of 10% 

per year, (from 22 to 65) the $1,000 per year 

would grow to $592,400.

•  On average, employees leave $1,336 in 

matching funds on the table each year. Don’t 

make the same mistake!

Earn your full savings potential by hitting the full 

match plus more. For help finding the correct deferral 

amount for you, contact HHM Wealth Advisors.

2015 Financial Engines study.
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